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Introduction 

Nanotechnologies were introduced into drug formulation many years ago and are still one of the hot topics being 
discussed with respect of their benefits for drug delivery. However, definition of nanoparticles differs. The Royal 
Society of Chemistry considers nanoparticles as “materials with one or more external dimensions, or an internal 
structure, of the order of nanometres (1nm = 10-9m) and usually less than 100nm, a view being supported by the 
ISO definition of “nanoscale” and also the view of the European Commission on nanomaterials [1]. However, 
broader definitions include all sub-micron particles (particles below 1000 nm). Here, nanoparticle is referred to as 
sub-micron particle.  

Clearly, there are advancements of nanoparticulate formulations e.g. for poorly water soluble drugs in oral delivery 
(aprepitant, EMEND, MSD) remarkably increasing bioavailability. Other examples for nanoparticulate drug 
formulations are liposomes for parenteral delivery of cancer therapeutics (Caelix, Schering-Plough Europe) and 
nanosuspension eye drops (Azopt, Novartis). This already shows that materials to prepare nanoparticles can be 
various from pure API plus stabiliser in drug nanocrystals to particle forming excipients being used as delivery 
vehicle and with it bringing additional functionalisation such as PEGylation in the case of liposomes. But what is 
actually the potential of nanoparticulate systems in respiratory delivery? 

Much work has been done on assessing the potential risk of inhaled nanoparticles coming from environmental 
pollution or smoke. Extensive epidemiological studies have demonstrated an association between air pollution 
particles and mortality and morbidity of lung and cardiovascular diseases upon acute and especially chronic 
exposure. Adverse health effects of ambient particulate matter effects are primarily seen in individuals with pre-
disposing factors, such as asthma, COPD and atherosclerosis. However, it is very difficult to selectively study these 
effects as unrealistically high concentrations are needed to provoke an effect in animal studies and cell culture 
experiments may not be predictive for therapeutic use [2]. 

Actually, there are already nanoparticulate drug delivery systems for respiratory delivery, thinking about the delivery 
of ultrafine particles from pMDIs such as in QVAR (Teva) and Foster (Chiesi). However, these are nanoparticles of 
pure (or almost pure) drug. Drug delivery systems in contrast, typically consist of a particulate carrier or matrix 
comprising the active pharmaceutical ingredient and adding further functionality such as protection, targeting or 
controlled release. This talk will focus on particulate drug delivery systems being composed of drug and excipient 
and intentionally being formulated as nanoparticles. 

Opportunities of particulate systems 

In contrast to dissolved API or API particles being readily soluble in the lung lining fluid, particulate systems typically 
are providing controlled, sustained release or they are intended for particulate uptake. The formulation as a particle 
gives the opportunity to use the particle to stabilise and protect its load, to functionalise the particle surface and with 
this to mediate specific uptake and triggered release. Especially for APIs which are limited by rapid degradation 
and/or clearance the potential of nanoparticulate systems is seen [3].  

Similar functionalisation could be achieved with microparticulate drug carrier systems. The main difference apart 
from size, which will be crucial for particle uptake, is the smaller mass to surface ratio with nanoparticles offering a 
highly increased surface area for the same total mass. This is advantageous for all effects being mediated via the 
surface such as dissolution, contact and attachment. Further, nanoparticles will bring a smaller amount of API to 
one location and might serve for a more uniform distribution compared to microparticles. 

Sustained release 

Whenever frequent dosing becomes inconvenient, sustained release might offer a solution. With this, the dosage 
form provides a depot from which the therapeutically needed drug dose is released in a constant manner [4]. This 
might improve therapeutic effect especially if high deviations in drug concentration are associated with side effects 
and if the drug is easily removed from the lung. However, this oftentimes requires a larger dose to be present in the 
depot and is thus often limited to drugs with high efficacy. Further it needs to be ensured that the sustained release 
dosage form is kept at the site where drug needs to be released. Sustained release can be mediated either by drug 
carriers creating a barrier between API and environment and with this controlling diffusion or by utilising 
(biodegradable) polymeric particles. An example for the former are liposomal formulations for antibiotics being 
developed for the use in lung infections [5]; examples for the latter can be found for formulations for proteins [6], for 
siRNA delivery [7] and antigen delivery [8]. 
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Particulate uptake 

Engineered nanoparticles are known to be capable of particulate uptake into cells of the lungs. Their size and 
location of deposition as well as their surface characteristics define the cell type and extent of uptake. In general, 
the smaller the particle the more likely particulate uptake and transfer into the cell. However, epithelial cells are 
typically not especially capable of phagocytosis or macropinocytosis, so the nanoparticles should not pass intact 
barriers to a major extent, but rather reside in the lung. Dendritic cells and macrophages are present and patrol the 
respiratory tract being prone to take up particles [9]. Thus, these cells are easy to target and may serve as depot 
for the particles’ active load. Here, lung macrophages have a certain preference for particles between 500 nm and 
3 µm which is the typical size range for foreign matter being inhaled accidentally. Dendritic cells in contrast rather 
prefer nanoparticles up to the low micron range [10, 11]. Particulate uptake is especially important if intracellular 
API release and action is required such as in mucosal vaccination, where the particulate presentation of an antigen 
in crucial for local processing and presentation [12, 13]. In this case, uptake into dendritic cells is preferred as they 
are efficient antigen presenting cells. Macrophages in turn are a promising target for the treatment of tuberculosis 
as mycobacteria reside in these cells and could selectively be treated with nanoparticulate drug delivery systems 
[14]. 

Respiratory delivery of nanoparticles to the lungs 

For the delivery of particles to the lungs their aerodynamic size should be in the range of 0.5 µm to 5 µm, while 
smaller particles are believed to be exhaled to a major extent like cigarette smoke. On the other hand, ultrafine 
aerosols with a share of particles below 0.5 µm are known to efficiently deposit in the peripheral lung [15]. This 
might be due to the fact that nanoparticles are normally not dispersed to individual particles, but emerge in 
agglomerated structures. These can either derive from a liquid droplet where a number of nanoparticles have been 
dispersed and where the liquid evaporates or from dry powder particles. Dry nanoparticles will agglomerate due to 
their high cohesion. However this is an uncontrolled process. If nanoparticles shall be delivered to the lung in a dry 
powder, it is advantageous to embed them into microparticles to obtain Nano- in Microparticles (NiM). This stabilises 
the nanoparticles while size tuning of the microparticulate carrier allows targeted deposition at the desired region 
of the respiratory tract. If the microparticulate matrix is readily dissolvable in the respiratory fluids, nanoparticle 
release and their further actions are not impaired. Further important aspects to consider for nanoparticulate delivery 
to the respiratory tract are lung clearance and the fate of nanoparticles in contact with the lung mucus. Unlike 
classical formulations where the API should get dissolved quite quickly, sustained release and particulate uptake 
require longer presence of the particulate carrier system in the lung. This means that the particulate carrier needs 
to evade lung clearance mechanisms to increase residence time in the lung. Some concepts use mucoadhesive 
formulations, but for nanoparticles muco-penetrative particles seem to be advantageous to increase residence time 
and cell contact [16]. 

Preparation of nanoparticulate systems 

In the formulation and preparation of nanoparticulate carrier systems various strategies from pharmaceutics, 
engineering and chemical processing are utilised such as precipitation [17, 18], ionic gelation [19-22], coacervation, 
self-assembly, emulsion or double emulsion/evaporation methods [23-25] and nano-spray drying depending on the 
composition and architecture of the drug carrier system [26]. As the APIs of interest may be instable in certain 
environments (e.g. peptides and proteins), careful selection of the formulation process is needed. Further strategies 
such as post-insertation and chemical surface modification are also found to functionalise nanoparticulate carrier 
systems [26, 27]. The reproducible preparation of nanoparticulate systems can be challenging due to number of 
components and their scale as typically, bulk preparation processes resulting in distribution of characteristics (size, 
surface charge, composition) instead of distinct preparation of individual particles are used. Here, the development 
of adapted analytics is crucial to follow each step in the production and to ensure batch-to-batch conformity and 
reproducible composition [28]. It is also important to think about storage stability of nanoparticulate systems (which 
oftentimes are in suspension upon preparation) and to include the development of a dosage form/delivery system 
into research and development activities. Again, Nano- in Microparticulate systems may offer a versatile option to 
stabilise the nanoparticulate system during storage and allow direct dry powder inhalation [29-31] or resuspension 
to a liquid aerosol. 

Conclusion 

Nanoparticulate systems for respiratory delivery offer interesting functionalisation opportunities and with this allow 
novel therapeutic indications. Especially for sustained release and vaccination purposes, the use of nanoparticulate 
systems appears to be advantageous. Still, nanoparticulate systems need to demonstrate their full potential in 
practice. 
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